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The early prescriptive beliefs about the nature of educational leadership and the professional development that would foster that leadership have changed...
legacy of this social systems framework is an extensive literature on change theory and staff development which characterizes the interests of the late 1970s and 1980s. The reliance on organizational imagery continues to affect the training of educational leaders. Weick's (1979) concept of "loose coupling" reaffirmed the need to look beyond traditional theories of planning and control. However, recent research on school culture while building on studies of corporations (Dale and Kennedy, 1982; Dale and Peterson, 1988) has identified new ways of merging managerial and leadership tasks, of viewing work as both instrumental and expressive, technically based and value driven, thus suggesting additional training directions.

Synthesizing this information presents the challenge to practice and training; how to achieve a new agenda for training school and district leaders within current frameworks. The plethora of new forms of preparation, training, and renewal may mirror this challenge.

The result of the changing emphasis from management to leadership at school and district levels has been an increasing focus on problem-solving skills and building more sophisticated frameworks for enacting leadership. Universities now share the responsibility for handling with local in-service programs, professional associations, state programs, and principal academies, and, more recently, the federally funded LEAD programs.

The early prescriptive beliefs about the nature of educational leadership and the professional development that would foster that leadership have changed into a more diverse and complex set of ideas about the importance of the duality in managerial tasks and leadership actions and of the influence of diverse school and district contexts on the appropriate pattern of leadership actions. This more diverse set of beliefs is found in the expanding approaches taken by the LEAD programs described in this volume.

Theoretical and Conceptual Considerations

The historical and social orientations of any period of time provide the backdrop for what happens in various organizations. There seems little doubt that the opportunities for professional development of educators have, over time, reflected the availability of resources, beliefs about leadership, goals held for schools, and knowledge of effective training. The present period, as reflected in the myriad of training opportunities, represents an especially supportive and conceptually rich time for those who receive and those who provide professional development.

We know much more now than when Wagstaff and McClough (1973) wrote of in-service training as "education's disaster area." As Pitner (1987), Barnett (1987), and those in this volume note, professional development is more successful when it is sequential, cumulative, and involves long-term learning activities; when it allows participants to help identify their training needs; when there are norms of improvement among participants and collegial problem solving, reflection, and collaborative learning are used; when there is a match of activities and learning styles; and, finally, when the learning provides a variety of skills, knowledge, and self-reflection. With attention to designing learning situations with these and other features of effective professional development, LEAD and other programs will continue to improve the quality and support the professionalism of administrators leading our schools.

But the recent increase in the number and quality of administrative training programs has raised some interesting conceptual issues for the present historical period. For discussion purposes these have been grouped into (1) Conceptions of Training, (2) Conceptions of Content, and (3) Conceptions of Participants. The LEAD programs nationwide are experimenting with new ways of thinking about and structuring professional development, sometimes with new concepts, sometimes with new combinations of traditional approaches.

Conceptions of Training

Beliefs about administrative training seem to be changing. The California LEAD and school leadership academies (CSLA) have shaped successful programs that blend theory and practice, individual and group work, learning about school culture building and building a culture of development using extensive follow-up and conceptually rich materials. The use of pre-training assessment instruments and activities in Florida, Kansas, Washington, New Jersey, and other states have helped recontextualize the ways diagnosis is applied prior to professional development. Programs in Wisconsin, Louisiana, and Michigan are refocusing training on school academic improvement, not just improvement of individual administrators. And, places like Colorado and Missouri are seriously working with problems faced by rural school administrators and those in distant corners of the state with structural or programmatic activities for leaders in these settings. These and other LEAD programs in this volume represent some changes in the ways training is conceived, with attention to finding new, more effective structures and programs.

Conceptions of Content

Programs of leadership development seem also to be reconceptualizing content. For example, more programs are presenting specific theoretical models of school change or leadership and shaping training around those models. Other academies are focusing not only on skills, but also helping school and district leaders probe their own educational values and beliefs in an effort to increase personal knowledge of the underpinnings of their leadership. In general, the content of training has expanded considerably by communicating feedback to building successful culture-shaping traditions, from assessing one's educational beliefs to diagnosing the learning styles of teachers, from making the master schedule to fostering master teachers.

Conceptions of Participants

Finally, LEAD academies and training programs across the country have developed changing conceptions of participants, changes that make it possible to assess more accurately the needs and abilities of administrators and their opportunities for growth. For example, Washington state and others are taking the career stage of participants into consideration when designing programs. Some programs vary the form of training to reach administrators with different styles of learning.

The "learner unit" is also being redefined. No longer is the individual practitioner the sole unit for training. Increasingly LEAD programs such as those in California, Missouri, and Texas are viewing networks of administrators as the "learning unit." Collaboration with businesses and various administrator associations has changed the conception of who is to be included in the development activities (Texas and others are doing this).

Finally, many programs are understanding the importance of the problems that are school site-specific and conceptually rooted so that development activities are designed to view administrators as connected to the historical, cultural, educational, and district context. Here, participants...
are redefined as inextricably tied to the school or district they lead and programs designed to attend to the diverse demands on leaders.

The articles in this volume describe an increasingly complex and dispersed institution in education (professional development for administrators) that is experimenting with new ideas and creative recombinations of existing approaches. The articles that follow should provide the beginnings of an important new dialogue about the nature, structure, and purpose of administrator training in the United States.
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